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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are designing storage for two relational tables that are
part of a 10-TB database on Google Cloud. You want to support
transactions that scale horizontally. You also want to optimize
data for range queries on non-key columns. What should you do?
A. Use Cloud SQL for storage. Add secondary indexes to support
query patterns.
B. Use Cloud Spanner for storage. Use Cloud Dataflow to
transform data to support query patterns.
C. Use Cloud Spanner for storage. Add secondary indexes to
support query patterns.
D. Use Cloud SQL for storage. Use Cloud Dataflow to transform
data to support query patterns.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Spanner allows transaction tables to scale horizontally and

secondary indexes for range queries.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario:

A. Option E
B. Option C
C. Option B
D. Option D
E. Option A
Answer: A
Explanation:
Based on the network diagram, we know that a virtual link will
need to be configured to logically connect area 2 to the back
area 0. However, this is not the problem as we can see that R3
has been correctly configured to do this. It is, however,
missing the network statement for the link to R4.
Here, we see that the link to R4 is using the 192.168.34.0
network, but that this network has not been added to OSPF
Based on the network diagram, this link should be added to Area
1, not Area 2.

NEW QUESTION: 3
In your SAP S/4HANA system, ledger group LI is assigned to a US
GAAP accounting principle. You want to assign ledger group to
the LI to a separate depreciation areas that posts acquisition
and production cost APC) and depreciation values. Which of the
following limitations prevent you from making assignment?
A. You assign transfer of APC values only from depreciation
areas to which the same accounting principle is assigned.
B. The US GAAP values need to be reported in USG-but-the
company code currency is Score 0 of 1 Score
0 of U 1 defined as EUR.
C. One of the underlying ledgers is assigned to a fiscal year
variant that has a different start/end date than the other
ledgers.
D. You use the accounts approach to parallel valuation and all
accounting principles are assigned to a single U ledger.
Answer: A
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